Assessment of both grazing behavior and herbage intake are two very difficult tasks that can be concurrently accomplished by means of accurate detection, classification and measurement of grazing events such as chews, bites and chew-bites. It is well known that acoustic monitoring is among the best methods to automatically quantify and classify ingestive and rumination events in grazing animals. However, most existing methods of signal analysis appear to be computationally complex and costly, and are therefore difficult to implement. In this work, we present and test a novel analysis system called Chew-Bite Real-Time Algorithm (CBRTA) that works fully automatically in real-time to detect and classify ingestive events of grazing cattle. The system employs a directional wide-frequency microphone facing inwards on the forehead of animals, and a coupled signal analysis and de- 
puted at the original sampling frequency. In the second step, the signal is 139 filtered using a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a bandwidth 140 of 5.5 Hz, producing the sound envelope. In the third step, a subsample of in which the algorithm is no longer searching for a new event. It is 171 computed for each event as a fraction α (0 < α < 1) of the average 172 duration of the last five events detected.
173
• Maximum period (T M ): maximum time that an event can last within the same activity. It is computed for each event as β (β ≥ 1) times the 175 average duration of the last five events detected.
176
• Peak expectation threshold (T P ): minimum value expected for the 177 next peak intensity (blue dot-dash line in Figure 2c ). It is computed 178 as a fraction γ (0 < γ ≤ 1) of the moving average of the last five peaks 179 detected in the envelope signal
where S P is the peak intensity of an event, and j is an event counter.
181
• Threshold slew-rate (∆T ): is the decrease of threshold T (k) once 182 after the unresponsive period T U expires, and serves therefore to sig-
183
nificantly improve the event detection sensitivity. The threshold T (k)
184
only changes during the time period between T U and T M , as follows heuristically from a training data set, under the constraints that the set of 209 rules should be small. The set of decision rules is detailed in Table 1 . Each 210 rule specifies the conditions that N C, EA and ED must meet to be classified 211 as C, B or CB, respectively. For example, if N C is greater than 2, EA exceeds 212 N T and ED is greater than 0.3 s, then the detected event is classified as CB. analyzing the next segment. In the first stage, the algorithm computes the 218 Table 1 : Rules for jaw movement event classification † .
Event Rule
Chew-bite if N C > 2 and EA > N T and
is the number of changes in the sign of the slope of sound envelope, EA is the maximum intensity of the envelope, ED is the duration of the event, N T is the background noise threshold and T P is the peak expectation threshold.
time-varying threshold T (k). Then, it checks if a peak has been detected.
219
If no peaks have been detected, the algorithm assigns the silence label (S) 220 to the event. If a peak has been detected, the algorithm classifies the event
221
by applying rules based on the event properties N C, EA and ED, and by
222
assigning the correspondent label C, B, CB or N. 
Materials and methods

224
Acoustic monitoring of grazing dairy cattle was used to test the per- either pure alfalfa or pure fescue micro-swards at two heights (tall, 24.5 ± 3.8 266 cm, or short, 11.6 ± 1.9 cm) were recorded individually in grazing sessions 267 conducted over a 5-day period. Forage species were selected because they dif-268 fer in sward structure and neutral detergent fiber content (alfalfa, 360 ± 11 269 g/kg and fescue, 631 ± 6 g/kg), which are factors that have direct influence provided by the experts. An example of these definitions is shown in Table 2 : has not been recognized so it is a deletion (D). Keeping these definitions in mind, the percentage of detected events is 319 computed as follows
318
321 the percentage number of events correctly recognized is given by
and the accuracy is computed by
Performance of CBRTA for recognition of C, B, CB, S or N was assessed 325 using exploratory analysis of sensitivity. This analysis computed the cor- implemented using MATLAB R2010b for evaluation purposes.
353
Thereafter, the analysis included the testing of i) algorithm complexity, is shown in Table 3 . This analysis considered a filtering task applied as second order infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The total number of op-366 erations per second f CBRT A (n) required to execute the CBRTA algorithm 367 was f CBRT A (n) = 13n + 3700. As shown in Table 3 , only the first three tasks 368 (i.e., rectification, filtering and subsampling) will depend on the sampling 369 frequency of the input signal. After subsampling (Stage 1), the signal pro-370 cessed by the remaining tasks has a constant sample rate (100 samples/s).
371
Therefore, the remaining tasks will be independent of the audio sample rate.
372
For example, the computation of the envelope slope requires the subtraction creases, further reducing and degrading the overall signal/noise relationship.
392
However, in the range of frequencies from 2 kHz to 11 kHz, the information 
455
For the algorithms considered in this paper the overall detection of in-456 gestive events was 97.4%, because of the existence 2.6% of deletions (false 457 negatives). Also it was observed 1.4% of insertions (false positives). Regard-ing event classification, the CBRTA algorithm clearly distinguished among 459 types of jaw movements in both MDb and RDb databases. In Table 4 
Discussion
483
Most of previous studies of acoustic monitoring in grazing ruminants were 
505
In the present study we carried out a detailed analysis of computational 506 complexity, performance of the CBRTA algorithm and the CBHMM algo-507 rithm to then have a comparative reference of computational complexities.
508
This analysis showed a linear computational complexity for CBRTA algo- results that were similar to previous methodologies but at significantly lower 534 computational cost and running time.
535
The overall performance of CBRTA on event detection was 97.4% across 536 the two databases, which is in the same order of detection rate for algorithms that the algorithm seems to be robust to databases with large differences.
561
For the second database (RDb), the proposed algorithm achieved a recog- or information about the sequence of events.
583
Finally, as shown in the flowchart of the algorithm (Figure 3) 6. Logarithm: is applied to each channel parameter of the filterbank.
750
This requires 10 operations (10 operations). 
755
The total number of operations required to extract features f f e (n S ) from second of audio must be processed.
761
Given the small number of models in this application ( for all possible models, and, (iii) select the word whose model likelihood is 769 highest.
770
Step (i) was already addressed in feature extraction stage. To perform (ii).
784
The algorithm CBHMM shows a superlinear complexity where the total 785 number of operations per second of signal required to execute this algorithm 786 is the sum of feature extraction and classification stage costs, as follows: 
